
1 Distinct Cup wheel design. The Panasonic RK-T40 is 
the first personal electronic typewriter with a Cupwheel 
printing element It provides remarkably sharp letter- 
quality type from an ingeniously designed typewriter 

Sleek end lightweight. ! he compact Cupwheel makes 
the RK-T40 an extremely sleek personal electronic, 
standing less than 4" tall and weighing only 12 3 pounds 
And a hideaway handle makes it easy to take anywhere 

3 Letter-quality printing. Cupwheel printing rivals that 
of office machines costing hundreds of dollars more 
Features like bold typing, centering and right margin 
flush also help to make your work look letter perfect 

4 LCD display window. A 24-character LCD display lets 
you see text line by line while you're typing So you can 

correct mistakes before they re printed on the page 
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5 Lift-off key. You can correct errors after they re 

printed, too Our one-line correction memory lets you 
lift off your mistakes, from a single character to an 

entire line All at the touch of a button 
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64K text memory. Store up to two double-spaced 
pages of text in nine different “files" Recall frequently 
used material, review it through the LCD window, and 
make revisions with incredible ease 
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7 Print originals. Push a button, and text memory also 

lets you make multiple originals of letters, resumes, 
reports, you name it 
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8 International keyboard. A selector switch lets you 
access special characters and punctuation marks 
to accommodate foreign languages 

9 
Printer for computers. Our optional adapter trans- 
forms the RK-T40 into a letter-quality printer for most 

personal computers, including the Commodore 64,* 
Apple* He. IBM* PC and Panasonic* Sr Partner 
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Panasonic 
just slightly ahead of our time. 

Panasonic quality. Our last feature is perhaps the 
best. The RK-T40 gives you technological innovation 
and product quality that you ve come to expect from 
Panasonic, a leading name in electronics. 

10 very important features make this Panasonic 
the only personal electronic of its type._ 


